
Combination stepper / registration sequencer 
HW set up for combination stepper 

▪ Sync cued with current selected in General preferences 
▪ Enable confirmation needed for changes to combinations 
▪ using combination stepper large floating panel 
▪ map sequencer pistons on console(Sx) to sequencer controls in HW for all 

organs (map trigger cued xx0, xx1, …,  map cued +10, -10,  +100, -100, and 
000) 

▪ Map next/advance (“>”) and back/retard(“<“) console sequencer pistons and 
toe pistons to HW stop sequencer increment and decrement controls for all 
organs. 

▪ Set up one of the LCD displays to show the current combination file and the 
cued / current stepper frame number. 

▪ Registration sequencer edit mini panel enabled for each organ, edits work at 
current frame because of sync selected above. 

Registration sequencer operation. 
o The registration sequencer stores a series of registrations which can readily be 

recalled whilst playing a piece of music. 
o The registrations are stored in frames, and HW provides 1000 stop sequencer frames 

in each combination set (file).  The frames are referred to by a three digit identifier, 
000 to 999, and follow in ascending numeric sequence. 

o You may use a different combination set (file) for each piece or store changes for a 
number of pieces in the same combination file (perhaps using separate ranges of 
frames for each piece, such as piece A frames 0 to 19, piece B, frames 20 to 39 and 
so on) 

o The current registration sequencer frame identifier is the frame last recalled and is 
displayed on one of the LCD displays and in the status line at the bottom of the main 
HW window. 
 

o When using a previously stored registration sequence or storing a registration 
sequence, you must first select the starting frame for the sequence. 

o To select the first frame for a sequence of registration changes using the console 
000, +100,  +10,  and appropriate Sx piston.  

▪ Press the 000 piston to reset the current frame to frame  000. 
▪ Press the +100 or -100 piston to select the hundreds digit of the frame 

required. 
▪ Press the +10 or -10 piston to select the tens digit of the frame required. 
▪ Press the Sx piston to select the unit digit (x) of the required frame.  Note:this 

will also recall the registration presently stored in the frame. 
o For example to set the starting frame as 325, press 000, press +100 three times, 

press +10 twice and press S5.  This will set the current frame to 325 and recalls the 
stop settings stored in that frame; if the frame has not been used it defaults to all 
stops off. 

o To recall the registration from the next frame, press the “>” piston; this will make the 
next frame the current frame and recall the stop settings from it.  For example If the 
current frame was frame 325, pressing the “>” piston once would make the current 
frame 326 and recall the registration stored in frame 326. 
 

o To store a sequence of registrations in successive frames 
▪ Make the current registration frame the frame to hold the start of the 

registration sequence (see above). 
▪ Select the stops for the first registration. 
▪ Press and hold the SET piston 



▪ Press and release the Sx piston which corresponds to the right most digit 
(units digit, x) of the frame number which is the start of the registration 
sequence. 

▪ Release the SET piston. 
▪ To store the next and subsequent registrations in the sequence, select the 

stops to be used, then press and hold SET, then press and release “>” , then 
release SET. This advances to the next frame and stores the registration in 
that frame. 

o For example to save a sequence of registrations starting at frame 250 
▪ Press the 000 piston; press the +100 piston twice, press the +10 piston five 

times, then press the S0 piston.  This will make frame 250 the current frame.  
▪ Select the stops for the first registration you want to play. Press and hold the 

SET piston, press (and release) the S0 piston. Release the SET piston. The 
registration selected is now stored  in frame 250. The S0 piston was pressed 
because the rightmost digit of the frame number to be used was 0. 

▪ To store the next registration, select the stops to be used, then press and 
hold SET, then press and release “>” , then release SET; this advances to 
frame 251 and stores the selected registration in frame 251.  You can repeat 
this for the sequence of stop changes required. 
 

o Note you can also set the stops you want to store in a particular frame, as follows.  
▪ Draw the stops required for the registration to be saved.  
▪ Use the 000, +10, -10, +100, -100 pistons to select the 100s and 10s part of 

the frame number,  
▪ then press and hold the SET piston, then press and release the Sx piston 

corresponding to the units(right hand digit) of the frame number( for 
example press S7 if the last digit of the frame number to set is 7),  

▪ then release the SET piston. 
o You can change the registration stored in a frame as follows: 

▪ Making the frame the current frame (see above); this will recall the 
registration presently stored in the frame. 

▪ Change the registration as required. 
▪ Press and hold the SET piston. 
▪ Press and release the Sx piston where x corresponds to the rightmost digit of 

the frame’s identifier. 
▪ Release the SET piston.  

 
o  More comprehensive facilities to change registration sequences in the stepper may 

be made by the  “combination stepper edit (all)” mini control panel.  This needs to 
be enabled via View | Mini control panels |   combination stepper edit (all) 

▪ As configured here the editor changes the current frame.  The editor is 
described in the HW documentation as operating on the cued frame, but as 
we have selected the option to synchronise the cued and current frames, the 
editor works on the current frame. 

▪ Briefly… 
▪ Insert inserts a blank (all stops off) frame before the current frame  
▪ Delete deletes the current registration frame, making the next frame 

the current frame 
▪ Clear clears the registration stored in the current frame (sets it to all 

stops off) 
▪ Copy copies the current frame’s registration to editor’s clipboard  
▪ Cut copies the current frame’s registration to the editor’s clipboard 

and deletes the frame, making the next frame the current frame. 



▪ Paste(ovr) replaces the registration stored in the current frame with 
the registration held on the clipboard. 

▪ Paste(ins) inserts a new blank frame before the current frame and 
stores the registration held on the clipboard in the new frame and 
makes the new frame the current frame. 

▪ NB. Deleting a frame by the Delete and Cut functions moves all the 
registrations stored in subsequent frames down one frame and introduces a 
new blank, all stops off frame at frame number 999. (Deleting frame 450 
moves the registration stored in 451 to 450 452 to 451 and so on up-to the 
registration in 999 being stored in frame 998 and a blank frame being added 
as frame 999.)   

▪ NB. Similarly, inserting a new frame by the Insert and Paste(ins) functions 
moves the registrations in the frames at the point of insertion down one 
frame and deletes the registration in frame 000.  (Inserting a frame when the 
current frame is 010, replaces the contents of frame 000 by the contents of 
frame 001, the contents of 001 by the contents of 002 up to replacing the 
contents of frame 008 by the contents of frame 009 and replacing the 
contents of frame 009 with a blank registration (Insert) or with the contents 
of the clipboard (Paste(ins)). 

▪ NB. This can have consequences for the numbering of frames when several 
pieces are sharing the same combination file. 
 

▪ The editor can work in blocks of frames controlled from the control panel. For 
example, setting the block size to 10 and using the Delete function would 
delete ten frames starting at the current frame (just as if the function had 
been used 10 consecutive times). 

 
▪ The clipboard is preserved across changes to the active combination set(file) 

and so may be used to copy a sequence from one combination set to 
another.  
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